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ATLAS running jobs in the last 12 months

● Steady state of between 600k and 800k running job slots
○ Full spread of different activities, managed and prioritised via global shares
○ In addition to pledged Grid resources, significant contributions P1/HLT, Clouds and HPCs
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ATLAS storage over the last 12 months

● Success of opportunistic compute comes at the price of constant storage pressure
○ Regular operations by DDM to keep it in check: removal of unused data, obsoletion of older versions,..
○ Use of data carousel in production workflows to ensure only what is necessary is on disk

● Likely to go over the tape pledge before the pledge year ends
○ T1 sites have responded positively to requests for early 2023 pledge deployment - much appreciated!
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The HL-LHC computing challenge

● Projected evolution of resource usage from 2020 until 2036

● We are all facing the requirement of a significant increase in computing resources for HL-LHC
○ Perhaps by working together, with some good people engaging in a few well defined, well 

thought out projects, we can save money in the future 

Conservative (blue) and aggressive (red) R&D scenarios. The grey hatched shading between the red and blue lines illustrates the range of 
resources consumption if the aggressive scenario is only partially achieved. The black lines indicate the impact of sustained year-on-year budget 
increases, and improvements in new hardware, that together amount to a capacity increase of 10% (lower line) and 20% (upper line). The 
vertical shaded bands indicate periods during which ATLAS will be taking data.
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The road to HL-LHC

● 2020: LHCC decided to perform a series of 
reviews of the Software and Computing plans of 
the LHC experiments towards HL-LHC

● The ATLAS HL-LHC Computing Conceptual 
Design Report was published in May 2020

● A follow up ATLAS Software and Computing 
HL-LHC Roadmap was published in March 
2022 with concrete milestones

● A TDR is planned in ~2024

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2729668/files/LHCC-G-178.pdf
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2729668/files/LHCC-G-178.pdf
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2802918
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2802918
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Milestones
● The roadmap defines a set of milestones per activity area:

○ Maintenance and Operations: essential just to get by
○ Conservative R&D: new developments achievable with current effort
○ Aggressive R&D: new developments requiring extra effort and/or successful development

● Whoa - that’s a lot of detail! Today I highlight the computing areas relevant to this meeting
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Network data and tape challenges for HL-LHC
● A series of “Data Challenges” took place in 2021/22,

testing the state of network and storage infrastructure

● Testing available bandwidth between main grid sites
○ 10% of HL-LHC bandwidth: 60 GB/s minimal; 120 GB/s flexible

■ Minimal and flexible targets achieved
○ Gradually increase transfer rate between now and Run 4:

30%, 50% and then finally 100% of the expected HL-LHC rate
■ This means next step is a factor of three compared to

the previous data challenge (the biggest jump by far)

● Testing data read/write rates between CERN and T1
entities, as well as staging of data and transfer to T2s

○ Targets met for “Data Taking” (writes) and “After Data Taking”
(also reading) modes of operation, as required for Run 3

■ Probably too early to look at real HL-LHC tape targets,
considering required investment in new hardware 

● Important to re-evaluate these targets and dates with respect the changes and/or delays 
in the HL-LHC schedule, as well as the experience gained during Run 3
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Token transition

● An updated WLCG timeline was agreed upon in August
○ Feb 2023: At least one experiment moves away from VOMS (not necessarily ATLAS)
○ Feb/March 2024: Next HL-LHC Data Challenge using tokens
○ March 2026: Users no longer need X.509 certificates

● IAM support
○ Largely dependent on infrastructure support for tokens
○ Data management will be much more complicated than with X.509
○ Above timeline allows the request of extra effort from CERN IT to support IAM operations
○ Recent incidents with IAM job submission,

whilst useful in the end for commissioning,
illustrate how crucial IAM support is 

● VOMS admins
○ Expect extra load during the transition from VOMS to IAM

https://zenodo.org/record/7014668
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HEPscore

● Two months ago there was an interesting workshop devoted to HEPscore, the possible 
successor to HS06 for compute node benchmarking

○ Composed of a number of LHC and other workloads running in containers
○ Several obvious advantages, including licensing issues
○ Next technical steps appear clear: finalize the definition of the benchmark suite

● ATLAS is broadly in favour of the following plan for moving to HEPscore for WLCG pledges
○ Provide a conversion factor for all old hardware from HS06 to HEPscore
○ Would then expect sites to benchmark all new purchases
○ We would be able to run the suite as well and externally measure the score of queues

○ 2025 pledge requests would be in both HEPscore and HS06 units
○ 2026 pledge requests would only be in HEPscore units

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1170924/
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DPM EoL - and try to establish site set-up instructions?

● DPM retirement is set for June 2024 and several sites/federations already moved
or are in transition

○ Various alternatives are being deployed, including EOS, CEPH, dCache..
■ Full details in EGI spreadsheet

○ Some sites will also move to storageless or integrate their disk pools with others 
○ Expect a few sites which are late or never make it

■ Either accept the risk of unsupported storage or decommission them (likely mainly small sites)

● As there is no replacement “WLCG standard” storage for small sites, many different options are 
followed, making it hard to recommend a single solution to a new site

○ Sites opting for their own “non-WLCG standard” storage must provide long-term support to integrate it 
and address operational issues

● Is this indicative of something which could be improved?
○ ATLAS provides a set of recommendations to sites in terms of minimum configuration requirements
○ Could WLCG go one step further and provide a set of instructions on how to set up a site (e.g. deeply 

expand WLCGBaselineVersions and/or WLCGOpsWeb) as well as provide support (e.g. via WLCG 
discourse)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1KDVAJ9JzlycA3Wrz1iY2fQxZndWdAezFnLaDAxXIpUs/edit#gid=0
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/WLCGBaselineVersions
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/WLCGOperationsWeb
https://wlcg-discourse.web.cern.ch/
https://wlcg-discourse.web.cern.ch/
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OS evolution
● Well known CentOS7 EoL is during Run 3, leading to search for the new OS

● From original proposal in December 21: Red Hat Enterprise,
CentOS Stream and Enterprise Linux Clones should be treated equally

○ ELCs defined as 100% functionally equivalent to RHEL such as Rocky or Alma

● Until very recently it seemed the path was clear to CentOS (stream)
○ From Central Services perspective, plan was to skip CentOS8, and go straight to CentOS9

■ In fact first CS VMs running CentOS9 were deployed last week
○ From the grid perspective, as the payload is run in a container, worker nodes can be installed with 

CentOS8/9 and/or equivalent distros
■ Some worries, such as older ROOT versions embedded in ATLAS analysis software will stop being 

compatible with upgraded storage systems, but this is true for any new OS

● ATLAS therefore notes with interest the discussion last week, namely that: 
○ There will be an extension of (partial) CentOS7

support until or even beyond the end of Run 3
○ CentOS9 stream may not be all it’s cracked up to be.. 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/876796/contributions/4639727/attachments/2359281/4030966/WLCG%20Linux.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1208501/contributions/5090691/attachments/2537353/4367210/20221028-lfc06.pdf
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Resource evolution and impacts

● The Taiwan T1 transition to T2 In September 2023
○ Providing 25% of CPU and 50% of disk cf current T1+T2 pledge
○ Loss of ~1.5% CPU and disk  

● Some funding agencies may consider changing their structure
and/or how they provide pledged resources

● Rising electricity costs (CPU>>disk), delivery issues everywhere..  
○ More on this later

● Around 2.5% of disk and CPU in Russia + JINR : Continues for now
○ CPU is fully used (above pledge)
○ Disks are only used to store transient data (no longer hosts unique data)
○ No new data to tape for last 2 years, but old data (MC only) is accessible. T1 is 2.1% total of pledge
○ NDGF network cut off from some sites (e.g Protvino)

● At the start of the crisis in February all unique data on RRC KI T1 disk was replicated elsewhere
○ Expectation was these resources could go away at any point, but up to now: business as usual
○ As things stand these sites will disappear at the end of 2024 (part of CERN decision)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1163923/contributions/4912421/attachments/2461116/4220050/ATLAS%26Sites-061322.pdf
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Opportunistic resources: HPCs

● ATLAS continues to employ additional, non-Grid resources: HPCs, (commercial) cloud, HLT farm
○ HPC: Vega, Karolina (EuroHPC), several in US (NERSC_Perlmutter commissioning ongoing) 

● Vega continues to deliver significant resources to ATLAS - CERN news article from the summer
○ Runs all workflows: our preferred set up, where the HPC is as close to grid site as possible
○ Flexibility managing production workload

● We cannot rely on such resources (e.g. Vega just reduced until mid-Dec): not comparable to Grid!
○ Pledged resources remain vital to ATLAS; however the level of opportunistic resources - and our 

exposure if they were to disappear - cannot be ignored. ATLAS will continue to employ HPC in the future

Grid

HPC

Cloud (mainly P1/HLT)

WLCG Pledge

Vega

WLCG Pledge

https://home.cern/news/news/computing/harnessing-supercomputer-atlas
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Infrastructure R&D: Additional and Opportunistic storage
● As shown earlier, for ATLAS the storage situation more critical than CPU

○ Happy to see pledges deployed early, both disk and tape

● How about additional tape at WLCG sites, in particular at the T2s?
○ There are T2s with substantial tape resources and expertise, and offers

begin to emerge especially given the situation with Russia 

● We have experience with opportunistic compute - how about storage?  
○ Non standard resources, transfer protocols, authentication/authorisation, network, firewall, ..
○ Most importantly, whilst compute can come and go, the data on the storage must remain accessible

● ATLAS is engaging with industrial partners on R&D projects
○ SEAL, a decentralised cloud storage start-up based on FileCoin - article

■ Some progress, simulation jobs reading EVENT running at AGLT2
○ Integration of Google Compute Engine, Amazon Web Services, .. Lancium

■ (Hopefully) only modest ATLAS expert time vs investment from partner
○ A Total Cost of Ownership of cloud resources is underway via the ATLAS Google Project

○ Such projects provide interesting R&D opportunities and real resources, serving as risk mitigation

14

https://atlas.cern/updates/news/hllhc-data-storage
http://cloud.google.com/
http://aws.amazon.com/
https://www.sealstorage.io/
https://nese.mghpcc.org
https://lancium.com/solutions/#solutions-lancium-compute
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Data analysis in Run 3 and HL-LHC
● Potential for large paradigm shift in HL-LHC driven

both by expected resources crunch and explosion
in new analysis techniques outside HEP

○ Small, common data formats with minimal information
for (almost) all analyses

○ Python-based “columnar analysis” data science tools
○ Interactive rather than batch analysis

● Much of this is ready or being prototyped now
○ DAOD_PHYSLITE (compact common data format)

originally planned for HL-LHC also being produced
for Run 3 data and MC, as well as the larger DAOD_PHYS

● Run 3: Two DAOD production models in parallel for some time (in fact also AODs): Challenging!
○ Rel 21 Run 2 model with many DAODs and Rel 22 DAOD_PHYS(LITE), as well as “residual” DAODs
○ Recreation of DAOD on demand is a potential solution: 

■ Instead of retaining old data via complicated user interaction, delete and recreate if necessary
■ One of several HL-LHC “demonstrators” being discussed
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Analysis facilities

● A large amount of R&D (and hype) around analysis facilities..
.. which have a very broad definition

○ lxplus@CERN, NAF@DESY, this@there.. 
○ Jupyter with Dask on K8S behind federated AAI

● Can provide specialised hardware/software (GPUs, ML tools)

● Data delivery, caching and transformation services

● An unresolved question is if and how to account for them as
part of pledged resources

● True and universal access also has issues

● Nevertheless, ATLAS follows developments
in AF with interest, evaluating the evolution
and assessing the implications 

A
lexander H

eld et al.

https://www.epj-conferences.org/articles/epjconf/pdf/2021/05/epjconf_chep2021_02002.pdf
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Heterogeneous and exotic architectures
● Another part of our  HL-LHC milestones examines if we can 

exploit non-x86 architectures: GPU, ARM,..

● GPUs can potentially bring enormous benefits and are thus 
the highest priority R&D of the ATLAS core software team

○ Bulk processing
■ ML for tracking
■ Direct execution on GPUs

○ Analysis
■ ML training and inference
■ GPUs for standard analysis (e.g. fast statistics, 

histogramming)

● Connected to future infrastructure changes, e.g. exploitation 
of GPU-based HPCs, as well as deployment of ARM CPU

● Note that all of these fall under aggressive R&D, hence may 
not be achieved without extra funding (and good fortune)
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Sustainability
● Some sites may need to reduce power consumption this winter

○ Hot topic given the current energy crisis, driven by the war in Ukraine
○ May come from site consumption target, price constraint, newly adopted law or even just voluntarily
○ ATLAS is actively looking at how to deal with the different scenarios if they occur

● If the number of sites becomes significant, may need coordination and preferential action
1. Turn off old hardware, during crisis or permanently - those with with lowest HS06/W
2. Power down additional compute nodes: targeted saving - again those with highest W/HS06
3. Compute cluster 100% powered down
4. Storage disk nodes powered down - head nodes on, and regular turn on of all storage, not really viable 
5. Storage 100% down - worst case for ATLAS, requires forewarning and manual action for unique data

● Without a successfully validated checkpointing solution, turning off a site for few hours a day to 
match peak load is not suitable for our computing model

○ Difficult to manage across various time zones?
○ Likely need to re-run jobs, having been killed after running for many hours: wasted walltime
○ Risk of hardware failure if it is constantly power cycled

● Lowering the frequency of the CPU to reduce power consumption may be a more viable option
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Summary 

19

● ATLAS computing successfully runs on a diverse set of resources

● Run 3 has begun, adding another dimension to the diverse set of workflows

● Several operational changes are expected in the next period, which we follow closely

● We also look further ahead towards HL-LHC and the evolution in resources and analysis models

● Sustainability has quickly become a hot topic, and we are evaluating how this will affect us

● The majority of things presented here will be covered in more
detail during the workshop - we look forward to the discussions
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Back Up
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Infrastructure R&D: ATLAS Google Project

● ATLAS Google Project (AGP):
○ 15 month collaboration between ATLAS and Google, begun this summer
○ Funding provided by US-ATLAS, but with exceptional rate and no risk of overspend

● Two main tracks:
○ An R&D Track, the continuation of the previous Google Cloud Project as already reported, with several 

new R&Ds now beginning
○ A Cloud Site Track, which integrates with

“normal” ADC activities. This is in fact well
progressed, and we have been running
most workflows on Google since mid-July,
with work ongoing now to include analysis

● In addition, an evaluation of the Total Cost of Ownership will also be performed
○ Several phases, starting by defining the metrics and culminating in a full TCO evaluation in late 2023
○ Establish the true cost of employing Cloud services for ATLAS workflows

5k

10k

https://monit-grafana.cern.ch/d/000000696/job-accounting-historical-data?from=1657584000000&orgId=17&to=now&var-groupby=adcactivity&var-resources=GRID&var-resources=cloud&var-resources=hpc&viewPanel=6&var-bin=1h&var-country=All&var-federation=All&var-tier=All&var-cloud=All&var-site=GOOGLE&var-computingsite=All&var-nucleus=All&var-cores=All&var-eventservice=All&var-groups=All&var-inputdatatypes=All&var-inputprojects=All&var-outputproject=All&var-gshare=All&var-resourcesreporting=All&var-processingtype=All&var-jobtype=All&var-prodsourcelabel=All&var-jobstatus=All&var-error_category=All&var-container_name=All&var-job_resource_type=All&var-es_division_factor=1&var-pledges=CPU

